Steotchalong 5: Pattern 6

Author: Emily & Matt Fitzpatrick
Copyright: Steotch Fine Needleart, LLC
Website: steotch.com
Fabric: 16 ct aida
Grid Size: 65W x 97H
Design Area: 4.06” x 3.88” (65 x 62 stitches)

Legend:

- [ ] [2] DMC 347 salmon - vy dk
- [ ] [2] DMC 827 blue - vy lt
- [ ] [2] DMC 3750 antique blue - vy dk
- [ ] [2] DMC 351 coral
- [ ] [2] DMC 926 gray green - md
- [ ] [2] DMC 931 antique blue - md

Special Notes for This Pattern: All cross stitches are made with two threads. Stitches that you have completed in previous weeks have been grayed out on this pattern.

I'VE GOT PATTERN SEVEN DOWN HERE